Is it going to be published by Rorschach Publishers? Or by good old Redemption Books?

Good question. I will try to answer, as the author, is totally not interested in getting involved. I mean with practical boring stuff. They say, this international illustrated edition will fit in Rorschach portfolio, so,
me as the humble translator, 
old approach them. We will 
see, but chances are more 
or less quite promising. 
As for "good old" Redemption 
Books: they did publish the 
original non-illustrated 
Babibatian origin. I 
mentioned it once, and they 
agreed, this glossy edition 
would be a little bit out 
of their league and to big 
piece of cake.

... 

Dear Bear. 
Thank you for giving me this 
opportunity. I loved the thread 
with Akiras and One-Way- 
Tunnels. As "Dreams" is one 
of my all-times favourite. 
Here I take liberty to send 
you the alternative image for 
Akiras, It is named Kajtek,
by the whole family. It even in need for Akiva image, like copyrights problematic issues, will be honoured to have Kajtek as the part of the Banizboat adventure. The whole family.

Warmest Sputnik (and Sputnica, Ice Bear and Rose).

Kajtek

- Seems Sputnik calls me the Bear. But I know that all along.